AccountMate Introduces Latest Version of Its Entry Level Accounting System
(May 1, 2019) (Petaluma, CA) The hallmark of the AccountMate ERP software manufacturer is the constant
stability and continuing enhancements to their products. The release of AccountMate 10 for LAN is the latest
version upgrade to this product line.
There are some highly-requested enhancements that are being introduced in AccountMate 10.1 for LAN. The
majority of these enhancements were a direct result of suggestions from our AccountMate Solution Providers
and their clients. Some of these changes and enhancements include the support of barcodes in warehouse
inventory transfer and receiving as well as the capability to cancel backorder quantities during receipt of goods.
For mass cancellations, it is available now in open sales quotes and open purchase quotes. This works
especially well now that a client can separately track sales and purchase quote approval date and quote/order
dates.
Within the AccountMate Payroll Module, there have been significant support to handle applications and printing
of checks for employees with multiple state transactions, exempting certain employees from additional state
taxes, new W-2 categories, and improved tracking of employee-salary history. Handling payroll is made more
efficient with each AccountMate LAN product release.
Many changes have been made throughout the AccountMate 10 for LAN 20+ modules. This highly regarded
mid-market financial system continues to retain loyalty of its thousands of clients. David Dierke, President and
CEO of AccountMate is quoted, “the premise of our AccountMate solutions are that they can be used by
companies with or without customization. Modification of AccountMate 10 for LAN is yet another example of the
flexibility that our clients have become used to expand the efficiencies to grow their business”.
About AccountMate
Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software. Systems
range from single user versions to those that support over hundreds of users simultaneously. AccountMate
software is available for local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a worldwide channel of
authorized solution providers. AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at accountmate.com.
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